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       When we shrink from the sight of something, when we shroud it in
euphemism, that is usually a sign of inner conflict, of unsettled hearts, a
sign that something has gone wrong in our moral reasoning. 
~Matthew Scully

When you start with a necessary evil, and then over time the necessity
passes away, what's left? 
~Matthew Scully

The only thing worse than cruelty is delegated cruelty. 
~Matthew Scully

Religious people ... hold a kind and merciful view of life, the faith of the
broken, the hounded, the hopeless. Yet too often, they will not extend
that spirit to our fellow creatures. 
~Matthew Scully

To the factory farmer, in contrast to the traditional farmer with his sense
of honor and obligation, the animals are production units, and accorded
all the sympathy that term suggests. 
~Matthew Scully

The factory farm is . . . an obvious moral evil so sickening and
horrendous. . . All this so we can have our accustomed veal or lamb or
fried chicken or pork chop or hot dog. 
~Matthew Scully
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